Flathead v8 firing order

First off, flatheads are called flatheads because their heads are more or less flat. That is
because they don't have valves in them. The valves are in the block beside the pistons rather
than over them, the valve stems point down rather than up, and the heads of the valves are up
rather than down. All this is in contrast to an overhead valve engine. Now it gets interesting. If
you are used to a flathead lawn mower engine, like a Briggs and Stratton, the valves are parallel
to the cylinder and the crankshaft is centered on the cylinder. It's all squared up. This is clearly
visible when you pull the heads. The camshaft is not centered on the crankshaft and the
crankshaft is not centered on the cylinders. When I first saw a disassembled flathead V8, I
thought it was manufactured wrong. Right or wrong, that really is the way Ford made them. The
exhaust ports run through the block and the center exhaust ports are "Siamesed. Rumor has it
that Henry Ford was more concerned about warming the engine up quickly in cold Detroit
winters than he was with keeping it cool on a hot summer day. The exhaust ports coming
through the block sometimes makes it a challenge to retrofit a flathead into a dragster frame
built for another kind of engine. The exhaust can end up pointing at a frame rail. You can see
some solutions to this in some of the pictures in other places on this site, including Marv
Brown's dragster. The flathead changed through the years. There were versions with 21 head
studs and versions with 24 studs or bolts. They were made with cubic inch displacements,
cubic inch displacements, and cubic inch displacements. The latter was the and later Mercury
engine with the much desired four inch stroke crankshaft. Ford also made a small 60
horsepower flathead V8 as an economy version which was once popular for midget racing, and
a huge cubic inch V8 for Trucks and Lincolns. Of course, there were inline four and six cylinder
flathead engines and the Lincoln V12s, but they really aren't the subject of this page. These
were made between and in the United States, and through in Canada and Australia. There are
two basic types of these engines which I will refer to as early and late. The change was made in
in Ford and Mercury cars and in in Ford trucks. They are easy to tell apart. The early engines
had half of the bell housing cast into the block, the distributor mounted to the front of the
engine with its shaft lined up with the camshaft, and the heads had water outlets in the center.
The late engines had bell housings which were entirely bolted on, the distributor pointed up and
to the right perpendicular to the camshaft, and the water outlets were on the front of the heads.
The late heads used bolts rather than studs. There were other differences, but these will help
identify the engines. The way Ford counted cylinders is different than you might be used to.
Cylinders are on the right side and cylinders are on the left side. Cylinder 1 is the first one on
the engine's right side. It is not the one farthest forward. In the late style engines it is the one
closest to the distributor. The firing order on all flatheads is And, don't forget how Ford counts
those cylinders. The counter intuitive way the cylinders are numbered makes for some
funny-looking stuff on the bottom end of the engine, too. So, when you look at the rods attached
to a flathead crankshaft, the order from front to back is The single dashes indicate rods which
share a throw on the crank. The double dashes represent going to the next crank throw. The
Jalopy Journal. Terms of Service. Privacy Policy. Log in or Sign up. Atomic Industries Register
now to get rid of these ads! The H. I recently purchased a 53 mercury flathead. I am trying to
figure out the firing order, from what I found it should be Then I turned it and the 3 cyl came up
next then the 4 came up 3rd and the 2 cyl came up last. That doesn't match the supposed firing
order. I do not know how the other side comes up. Now the spark plug wires were in the order of
I don't think that was right because it wasn't starting up. I drew a pic for a reference. I numbered
the cylinders inside the cylinder and then I numbered to the left the order they come up when I
spin the crank. If any one could help me and tell me the engines firing order I would appreciate
it. I know nothing of flatheads but every modern engine had no. In your drawing it would be the
one on the right. Maybe a good time to get a manual. Were you turning it in the right direction?
Fords are not Chevies. I was just gonna post that pic, but my prob is that the cylinders dont
seem to be in that order? JPG File size: When did this engine last run? Was it in a car? Was it
used for some industrial application? Can you crank it backwards and see what happens? I
think you will have to set everything according to that drawing. All V8s without flat crankpins
have the same crankshft cylinder sequence Ford, Chevy, Dodge, its the cam that makes the
firing order. You can put a flathead firing order in a if the cam is ground for it. BillBallingerSr ,
Feb 27, Maybe I'm not understanding fully , but remember, just because a piston comes up ,
doesn't mean its on a compression stroke and ready to fire , it may be on its exhaust stroke.
Yes, both valves must be closed for it to be on the firing position. Here's a close up of an
English Flathead head, it has a firing order diagram cast in. All flattys are the same. Mart , Feb
28, BillBallingerSr , Feb 28, Abomination , Feb 28, One thing to add: The cam in the flattie is
direct gear driven no chain or idler gears therefore the cam rotates in direction opposite the
crank direction. Mike51Merc , Feb 28, Find TDC 1 piston and follow post 15 diagram for plug
wiring. Flat Ernie , Feb 28, Installed some flashy new ignition leads on the 8BA today. Clear red

ignition leads, screw on terminals Couldn't get it to fire. Checked the firing order a dozen times
and everything was cool. Scratching my head I decided to do a quick search and came up with
this thread which pointed out to me that the cylinders are not numbered as I thought. Printed
out that pic above and presto she fired right up I must have clicked the gear lever as I was doing
something else to take the tension off my dilema. Fortunately, the suicide front end puts the
axle up front which mangled my bin and pushed my heavy bench hard up against the back wall.
Front axle - 1, steel garbage bin - 0. No harm done at all to the car. I wish I could have seen the
look on my face though. I'm sure I'd still be laughing. I learnt about 6 lessons today - all hot rod
and all good. Thanks H. Lotta fun Mike51Merc , Apr 26, RichFox , Apr 26, Dayum, I read "cam"
and must have thought "distributor" I do know all Ford flathead cams go anti-clockwise, due to
being gear driven. Early, end mounted distributors go anti-clockwise, 8BA go clockwise, that's
what I was saying, but I read the question wrong. Early Ford cylinder numbering is a little
strange, but if it's all you've ever known, it seems "normal" and all the others seem odd. I'm
LOLing here, Mart. Mart , Apr 26, Flat Ernie , Apr 26, Kinda like Chuck Norris, but more assertive.
Bruce Lancaster , Apr 26, You are right. I am wrong. Just can't get comfortable with the Ford
numbers. But subsituting the correct Ford numbers and it is still true that common sense will
tell you what the other bank is doing. There's only so many ways to fire a V8 and have it run
smoothly. If you re-number the SBC cylinders with the correct Ford numbering, one of the SBF
firing orders is the same albeit they start one off, but the order is same. Flat Ernie , Apr 27, You
must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name
or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my
password is: Forgot your password? Atomic Industry Our Affiliate Link Policy. Twitter
Instagram. When it debuted, it was the first of its kind to have the cylinder and block cast as one
single piece. There were essentially three generations of the Flathead, easily distinguished by
the number of studs that held the heads to the cylinders. From the heads were held on by 21
studs, from they used 24 studs. These two measured up at ci. And then there was the big boy, a
ci 27 stud behemoth that was used in the Ford and Lincoln trucks. From , Ford also produced a
60HP, ci V8, that was used in some other applications. The Ford Flathead ceased production in
America in ,and followed suit in Canada and Australia a year later in However these are still a
sought-after power plant, finding homes in period correct restorations as well as complete
custom builds. As such, we here at Speedway continue to grow our inventory of parts for these
engines. Also, since there is still such a strong desire for these engines, we thought it best to
gather some of the more commonly used specifications for those of you who still sport a Blue
Oval under the hood of your ride. Shown to the right we have a diagram illustrating the
distributor rotation, cylinder orientation, and firing order. For this information, and more, why
not pick up your own copy of the Ford Flathead Builders Handbook available from Speedway.
The torque sequences for the each generation of heads are below. NOTE: these values reflect a
final torque, you should always use a gradual torque to final value. Products to Compare max of
3 X. Videos All Videos. Tags: Tech , Engine , Ford , V8. More Info. Flathead Cylinder Head Stud
Kit. Related Articles. Once you're ready to start selecting valve train components, we have some
useful tips and tools that should boost your performance. We discuss proper valve-springs,
pushrod length,
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and rocker arm ratios. In this Tech Tip, one of our customers asks for a suggestion on exhaust
headers for his pickup. Heath P. From driving tractors on their family farm to becoming a Ford
family, you are in for a good read. Learn the firing order of a small block chevy. Our guide
covers popular SBC V8 Torque specifications so you can be sure you're getting peak
performance. There are a lot of options out there when you're ready for a replacement
performance crate engine. But if you compare the competition to BluePrint Engines, you'll find
the value is hard to beat. In this Tech Tip, John answers a customer question about what would
be needed to swap some additional power in place of his anemic c. Learn how to make your
own engine mounts. One of the most important parts of your racing operation is the engine.
This article gives a detailed overview on how to maintain your engine to get the most out of it
for as long as possible. Also learn some tips to prolong the life of your engine.

